LBUSD Chrome Extension Whitelist

Extension

Description

3D Human Visualization

The BioDigital Human is a 3D platform that simplifies the understanding of
anatomy, disease and treatments. Explore the body in 3D!
A better way to understand health and the human body.

Awesome Screenshot & Screen
Recorder

Full page screen capture and screen recorder 2 in 1. Share screencast
video instantly.

BeFunky Photos

BeFunky Photo Editor comes stocked with powerful photo editing tools, an
amazing collage maker, tons of fonts

BlueBird Connector

The BlueBird Connector allows you to program your Hummingbird Bit or
micro: bit using Snap! on a Chromebook. Connect your Hummingbird Bit
to the Chromebook with a USB cable

Britannica School

Britannica School's free browser extension, Britannica School Insights,
changes how students and schools discover by bringing fact-checked
information to the top right corner of Web search results pages.

ClassHub

Chromebook management application

Cloud Audio Recorder

This is a fun, simple and easy to use audio, voice recorder. You can save
the audio file to your computer or Google Drive directly.

CoWriter Universal by Don Johnston

Word prediction that is grammar smart and inventive spelling aware.
Speech recognition allows you to speak it, and we'll write it.
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Code.org Serial Connector

Chrome Audio Capture

Serial port connector for Code.org's physical computing unit

Chrome Audio Capture is a Chrome extension that allows users to capture
any audio playing on the current tab. Multiple tabs can be captured
simultaneously. Completed captures will be downloaded to the chrome
downloads folder and will be saved as .wav or .mp3 files.

DF Tube

Distraction Free Youtube will automatically block the suggested videos
thumbnails that appear to the right of videos.

Diigo

Bookmark, Archive, Screenshot & Markup - All-In-One Web Collector,
must-have research tool

DocHub

A PDF annotation app

draw.ioDesktop.Me

This is a free standalone charting application for your desktop. Without
registration, without any restrictions.

Easy Accents Online

It is easy for users to insert accents for different languages right from the
sidebar in their Google Doc.

EasyBib Toolbar

EasyBib toolbar will let you cite websites with one click. Receive advice on
the credibility of the website you're citing.

EquatIO by TextHelp

Easily create mathematical equations, formulas and quizzes. Intuitively
type or handwrite, with no tricky math code to learn.

Extensity

Extensity, the ultimate tool for lightning fast enabling and disabling all your
extensions for Google Chrome. Just enable the extension when you want
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to use it, and disable when you want to get rid of it for a little while. (Note,
this will not disable LBUSD managed extensions)
Eye Dropper

Eye Dropper is open source extension which allows you to pick colors
from web pages, color picker and your personal color history.

Fraction Wall

Interactive fraction wall - explore equivalence between fractions, decimals
and percentages.

G Suite Training

G Suite Training is a Chrome extension that offers simple and interactive
training lessons to get you up and running fast with G Suite

GIMP Online

Google Docs Quick Create

Web extension for tasks as photo and image retouching, image
composition and image authoring. It can be used as a simple paint
program, image editor, an expert quality photo retouching program, an
image renderer, or an image format converter.
Create new Documents for Google Drive from your browser bar. Add a simple
menu to your browser bar to quickly create new Documents, Spreadsheets,
Presentations, Forms, and Drawings for Google Drive.

Google Keep Chrome Extension

Found a webpage, image, or quote that you want to save for later? With
the Google Keep Chrome Extension, easily save the things you care
about to Keep and have them synced across all of the platforms that you
use — including web, Android, iOS, and Wear. Take notes for additional
detail and add labels to quickly categorize your note for later retrieval.

Google Meet Grid View

This extension shows everyone in a Google Meet

Google Translate

Highlight or right-click on a section of text and click on Translate icon next
to it to translate it to your language. Or, to translate the entire page you're
visiting, click the translate icon on the browser toolbar.
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Grammarly for Chrome

Grammarly will make sure your messages, documents, and social media
posts are clear, mistake-free, and impactful.

HUMAN 3.0

3D Atlas of Human Anatomy & health Conditions - Comprehensive, 3D &
Interactive!

Hummingbird Connection App

This is the official Google Chrome app for connecting to the Hummingbird
device. (for Robotics)

InsertLearning

InsertLearning saves teachers and students time while keeping students
engaged. Teachers can insert questions, discussions, and insight directly
into any website.

Istation

Istation’s free Chrome Web App provides subscribing educators and
registered students with portable access to Istation’s computer-adaptive
instruction and educational resources, including Istation Reading, Istation
en Español, Istation Math, Istation Home, “Writing Rules! with Calvin
Cool,” Teacher Station, and more.

ImTranslator: Translator, Dictionary,
TTS

Performs instant translation of a selected text, words, sentences and
webpages between more than 100 languages using multiple translation
providers.

Jamboard

Kami

With this Jamboard companion app, you can browse, view, and share
Jams created by you and your teammates. Jamboard is a digital
whiteboard that lets even far-flung teams sketch out ideas and save them
in the cloud so they can be accessed on any device.
Kami is a PDF and document annotation app for Chrome. With Kami as
your digital pen and paper, you can use interactive tools wherever,
whenever.
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Khan Academy

This extension allows users to watch Khan Academy Videos without
opening up a new tab and cluttering their browser.

Lego Mindstorms Education EV3

EV3 Programming is the official programming app from LEGO Education.
Using an intuitive icon-based environment

Loom for Chrome

With Loom, you can record your screen, voice, and face to create an
instantly shareable video in less time than it would take to type an email.

Lucidchart Diagrams

Lucidchart is a visual workspace that combines diagramming, data
visualization, and collaboration to accelerate understanding and drive
innovation. Sign up for a free trial today.

Mercury Reader

The Mercury Reader extension for Chrome removes ads and distractions,
leaving only text and images for a clean and consistent reading view on
every site.

MIT App Inventor

App Inventor, a cloud-based tool, lets you build apps for your Android
devices in your web browser.

Momentum

New Tab page that gives you a moment of calm and inspires you to be
more productive. Get inspired with a daily photo and quote, set a daily
focus, and track your to-dos.

MyBib: Free Citation Generator

Automatically create APA format, MLA 8 format, and Harvard referencing
style citations with our citation machine add-on for Chrome
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Office Editing for Docs, Sheets & Slides

View and edit Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint files with Google
Docs, Sheets, and Slides. You can save each file back to its original
Office format, or convert it to Docs, Sheets, or Slides to unlock more
features, like inviting others to edit with you, commenting, chat, and more.

Office Online

Built for Chrome – Use Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, and Sway
Online without needing Office installed.

OneNote Web Clipper

Save anything on the web to OneNote. Clip it to OneNote, organize and
edit it, then access it from any device.

OneTab

Whenever you find yourself with too many tabs, click the OneTab icon to
convert all of your tabs into a list. When you need to access the tabs
again, you can either restore them individually or all at once.

OpenDyslexic Font for Chrome

Open-Dyslexic is an open sourced font created to increase readability for
readers with dyslexia. This extension overrides all fonts on web pages
with the OpenDyslexic font, and formats pages to be more easily
readable.

Pinterest

The Pinterest Save button lets you save any idea you find around the web
so you can easily get back to it later.

Poll Everywhere for Google Slides

Poll Everywhere allows you to transform one-way presentations into a
lively conversation with the entire room. Using the smartphones and
devices people carry every day, participants can submit live responses
straight to the Google slide.

The QR Code Extension

Allows you to read QR codes and automatically creates one for the web
page that you have open at the time that you click on the extension.
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Read Aloud: A Text to Speech Voice
Reader

Read out loud the current web-page article with one click. Supports 40+
languages.

Read&Write

Offers a range of powerful support tools to help students gain confidence
with reading, writing, studying, and research.

Remote for Slides

Remote for Slides allows you to control Google Slides on any device,
remotely, without the need of any extra hardware.

Save to Google Drive

Screencastify

Screencast-O-Matic

Gives you a few new ways to capture content from anywhere on the web
and store it neatly in Drive. After you install the extension, you can click on
the Drive extension icon to save.
Screencastify is the easiest way to record, edit, annotate, store, and share
video screen captures.
Screencast-O-Matic is a screencasting and video editing software tool that can be ဘ
ဏဌlaunched directly from a browser. The software has been widely used in the
education sector to support video creation for flipped classrooms, bi-directional
student assessments, lecture capture, and student video assignments.

Screenshot reader

Screenshot reading support for Read&Write for Google Chrome™
This extension provides OCR for users of Read & Write for Google
Chrome. You should not install this extension unless you want to enable
the new screenshot reading functionality released in December 2016

Scribe Toolbar

Smarter Web reading & research. Annotate, bookmark, save, cite,
manage & share online articles. Use with your Scrible.com account.

Share to Classroom

Google Classroom Teachers: Save time and create a more interactive
class with the Share to Classroom extension. The extension allows you to
push webpages to any of your Classroom classes, so they open instantly
on your students' computers. With this extension, you can get your
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students on the right page, quickly and reliably every time. You can also
post announcements, create assignments, or save webpages to post to
Classroom later.
Sketchpad

Small PDF

Snap&Read by Don Johnston

SpeakIt! - Text to speech for Chrome

Easily draw, edit photos, or design your next business card. Craft
images for social media posts, digital ads, paper, or even apparel.
Make a quick photo edit with the drag and drop feature.
Easy-to-use PDF tools to Edit, Convert, Merge, Split and Compress PDF
files. Integrated with Gmail.

Text reader (TTS) that simplifies vocabulary, translates text, reads
inaccessible text (OCR), and captures and cites sources.
Select text you want to read and listen to it. SpeakIt converts text into
speech so you no longer need to read.

Tab Glue

Tab GLUE: glues the windows together.
This simple organization tool puts all of your Chrome tabs together into
one window with a single click.

Tab Resize - split screen layout

Split Screen made easy. Resize the CURRENT tab and tabs to the RIGHT
into layouts on separate windows.

Tab Scissors

Tab SCISSORS: divides one window into 2 that can be seen
simultaneously. If you have at least two tabs in the selected Chrome
window, it will split that window into two smaller side-by-side windows. All
the tabs on the left side of the selected tab will stay in the left window, and
the rest will move to the window on the right.
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Texthelp PDF Reader

Experience PDFs in a whole new way with Texthelp’s new PDF Reader.
Searching for a way to make PDFs accessible, collaborative and more
engaging?

Vernier Graphical Analysis

(PLTW) Graphical Analysis™ 4 is a tool for science students to collect,
graph, and analyze data from Vernier sensors.

Web Paint

Web Paint provides the following easy to use drawing tools that let you
draw shapes, lines, and add text to live web pages and take screenshot

WordBank Universal by Don Johnston

Create and use word banks for writing, vocabulary, spelling,
comprehension, and recall. Click to insert and speak on hover built in.
Zoom Cloud Meetings for Chrome

Zoom
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